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Both perfect and imp;rfect dislocation loops a.re formed by clusterine 

of exce.ss vacancies. \in aluminum. (l, 2) For diameters above about 50 A 
the perfect loop, ~ <110> ha.s the lowest energy. (3) However, a.s this. -----· ····· 

critical ra·iius is passed, during the arri va.l of vacancies 1 transformation 

requires the nucleation of a loop of ~ <211> dislocation in the stacking 

:fuult of the imperfect loop. Because in the absence of high local 

stresses the activation energy for this process is expected to be several 

electron volts, (4) ~ <lll> imperfect ~oops ~ould persist. In 99·995 

almninum loops containing a sta~king fault wer~~first thought to be 

. (1. 2) 
rare ' bat many of those shown in ref. 2 can now be identified as 

~-
imperfect. 

'-------Impurities appear to have a strong effect on the relative numbers of 

perfect and imperfect loops that are observed •. Yoshida, Kiritani and 

Shimomura (5) and Cotterill and Segall (6) have reported quantitatively on 

the ratio of perfect to imperfect loops for different purities and qucnchincr 

conditions. Howev.er 1 they did not explain how the Burgers vectors of 

the loops were determined • 
0 

When the diameter of the loops is greater than about 500 A they can . 
easily be distinguished as perfect.or imperfect because the ratter exhibit 

typical stacking fauit contrast, (7) lie exactly on (111) a.~d have a 
. ' 

hexagonal shape. However,. none of these distinguishing characteristics are 

.. ----

'' 
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r~liable for smaller loops. 

A ty:pical loop substructure in a quenched and agei polycrystalline 

aluminum specimen is shown at low magnification in Fig. l.(B) Loops often 

occur in colonies with.larger loops near the eiges. Although this was 

n:::>t zone refined aluminum, it i:S clear that most of the large loops 

contain stacking faults.. However, by observation of the photograph it is 

not possible to identify the smaller loops as perfect or im?erfect. There- · 

fore it would n.:>t be possible to obtain meaningful ratios of the two ty:pes. 

In the present experiments d.ifi'erent electron diffraction contrast· 

conditions were used to identify the Burgers vecotrs of loops too small to 

b•::! classified by shape, habit plane or sta:ckingfault fringes. Singl~ 

crystal sheets were prepared. of the same aluminum shown in Fig. 1. The 

surface.o"i' the sheet was parallel to (111). For this orientation :;trong 

diffra~ted beams could be obtained "!'ram ± 202; ± 220, or ± 022 by slightly 

tilting the specimen. If it is. assum·:d that the loops are all :per~~ 

then for each of the above dif"i'raction coniitions only one of the siX 

~ <110> Burgers vectors lies in the diffracting plane. There"i'ore if there 

·is approximately equal distribution of loops among the six Burgers vectors, 

.about one sixth o~·the loops should be out of contrast~7) for each diffraction 

·condition.. Half of the loops will never go out o"i' contrast for any of the 

three diffraction coniitionsq 

If the loops are ass·UI!l.c:d to ba all im:per"i'ect then one of the four 

~ <111> Burgers vectors lies in all three of the possible diffracting :p~anes; 

one fourth of the loops, those on the plane :parallel to the sur"i'ace of the 

"!'oil, will al~s be ~ of diffr~tion contrast and the other three sets 

.of loops will become invisible one set at a time as the diffracting :plane 

is·changed .. 

1: 
i 

f· 
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\. 
The results shown in Fig. 2 are consistent with the assumption that~~ 

nearly all the loops in this spec1.m.en were of' the j <111>. imperf'ect ·t.ype. 

Photographs of' the same area :for strong dif':fraction :from (202) or (220) 

show loops on (lll) and .(lll) respectively to be out of' contrast. For 

( 022) in ·iif'f'racting positio:l t'he third set of' loops (ill) were invisible. 

Almost no loops r~~ined.in good contrast f'or all three di:ff'raction 

conditions. 

The expe~iments show that f'or 99.999 aluminU!u nearly all the- loops 

can contain a stacking f'ault. However, because they are only metastable 

rell3.tive to p·erf'ect loops, the lower percentages previou>ly reported 1JJ£1.Y 

have resulted f'ram stress induced transf'orma.tio!l.S. The large loop:3 neat" 

the edges of' colonies arc particularly susceptible to loss of' their stacking 

:faults due to the stress :fields of' dislocations that move during the 

preparation and mounting· of' a f'oil in the microscope • 

• 
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Figure Caption~ 
/ 

/~ 

Fig. 1. Typical colony of loops in quenched ani aged 99.999 p::>lycrystalline' 

'\' aluminum. 

·.! Fig. 2. Two photographs of the same area showing small loops for two 
•j 

different diffraction conditions. ·Projection of tetrahedron 

snowing orientation of (lll) planes is drawn to a scale of 

0~25 ~ on an edge. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or·provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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